LABOR UNIONS DESTROYED.

For Effective Purposes the Supreme Court of Illinois Has Served Labor Unions of Their Power.

SOCIALIST PRIMARIES CALLED OFF.

As a meeting of the County Executive Committee of the Socialist Party of Illinois was called for Sunday, the Illinois labor movement was given the first blow by the Supreme Court of the State, which by its decision has deprived the Socialists of the right to call their primaries.

The reason given for this action is the fact that the Socialists have been organized as a political party and not as a labor organization. This decision is a blow to the Socialist movement, as it is the first time in the history of the party that its primaries have been called off.

The Socialist Party of Illinois has been in existence for many years, and has been actively engaged in the work of organizing labor unions in the State. It is a fact that the party has done much good work, and has been instrumental in the organization of many labor unions.

The decision of the Supreme Court is a blow to the Socialist movement, and is a retrograde step in the progress of labor in the State. It is hoped that the Socialists will be able to overcome this obstacle, and continue their work.

JUDICIAL CAMPAIGN MEETINGS.

The Executive Committee of the party has called meetings to be held on May 25 and 26, at which the results of the primary election will be discussed.

The meetings will be held at the headquarters of the party, and will be open to all interested in the work of the party.

The Socialist Party is working hard to organize labor unions in the State, and is doing much good work in the interest of the workers.

THE SEAWOLF

By John L. Strong

A novel of the sea,

By the author of "The Sailor's Song".

THE JUNOLE

By Byron Sinclair

Price of the book: 50 cents.

THE JUNOLE, published by the Chicago Socialist, 186 East Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

200,000 SPECIAL EDITION

Poison For Your Stomachs Lies For Your Minds

In June 1871 we will issue a special edition of the Chicago Socialist dealing with the condition of the industrial and political situation in the city. The copy for this special edition is being prepared by Byron Sinclair, the editor of the Chicago Socialist.

The copy for this special edition will be distributed by the Socialist Party, and will be available for purchase at all leading stores in the city.

The Socialist Party asks all readers to subscribe to this special edition, and to support the work of the party.

Excursion to Milwaukee.

The Christopher Columbus will leave Chicago on Sunday, May 26, and will arrive in Milwaukee on Monday, May 27.

The trip will be made in connection with the Socialist Convention, and will provide an opportunity for the workers to enjoy a change of scene.

The Socialist Convention will be held in Milwaukee on May 27 and 28, and will be attended by representatives from all parts of the country.

Workers' Publishing Society.

The Socialist Party is working hard to organize the working class, and is doing much good work in the interest of the workers.

The Socialist Party is working hard to organize the working class, and is doing much good work in the interest of the workers.
THE DAILY SOCIALIST, May 26, 1908

Correspondence

To My Socialist Comrades,

A friend of mine has written me the following:

"The greatest socialist has ever written is John Locke. He is the father of the modern state. He wrote in 1690 that the state is the supreme power. If we obey the state we are free. If we do not obey the state we are unfree."

Is this a true statement?

John Locke was a key figure in the development of liberal ideas about freedom and property rights. He was not a socialist in the modern sense, and his views on state power are more complex than the friend's summary suggests. Locke believed in the limits of government power, arguing that a state should protect individual liberty and property, but he did not advocate for the abolition of private property or the establishment of a classless society. His ideas were influential in the development of liberal democracy and capitalism, but they do not align with modern socialist thought.

WALTERS THOMAS HUNTER

The Way One Man Does It

I have always admired the way one man does it. He is not afraid to face any challenge, and he never gives up. His determination and perseverance are truly inspiring. He is a true example of what can be achieved with hard work and dedication.

SAMUEL BLOCK

HALESTON STREET

Phone 448

6226-6240

F. ROEBSTOR & CO.

OUR DAINY SUMMER DRESSES

Bring us this department are listed in our handbooks each week. Special prices are made on certain days on the latest shades and styles obtainable. You should not fail to read them and share in the saving effected.

IN OUR CLOTHING DEPARTMENT

All efforts have been concentrated upon the one item of summer suits, shirts and light underwear. We have provided special stocks of nobby suits for men and boys; cool comfortable, garments of generous fit for hot weather. Prices are as low as quality permits.

THE DAILY SOCIALIST, Caldwell, Idaho

Korbel's Wines

RECOMMEND FOR THE FAMILY

WINE VAULTS: 664-666 W. 12th St.

Telephone: Canal 190

SUITSALE

DO YOU KNOW WHERE TO BUY

Suitsof the RIGHT QUALITY AT THE RIGHT PRICE?

We sell a large stock of suits for men, women and children of all ages. Our suits are made of the finest materials and are guaranteed to fit. We offer a wide range of styles and colors to choose from, and our prices are very reasonable.

$10 Suits

Tomorrow

$12 Suits

Tomorrow

$15 Suits

Tomorrow

These suits are extra good values at their regular prices—better in quality, but you don't have to pay the regular price. There are a few left in some styles and colors, and we are offering them at half price as a special sale.

The clothes are ready to wear, and make a real bargain. They are made in all sizes and styles, from small to large, and from light to heavy weights. Sizes are limited, so act quickly if you want to get one of these great deals.

For further details, please come in and see us. We are located at 123 Main Street, and are open from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM, Monday through Saturday. For more information, please call us at our phone number 555-1234.
TO THE SOCIALIZED OF CHICAGO.

A letter from Upton Sinclair, Author of the 'Jungle.'

Providence, R. I., April 16, 1906.

The Socialists have an opportunity, right now, of making a radical change in the social and political situation of the country. The Socialist party is poised, ready to become a powerful political force. The Socialists are the only party that has a program of universal suffrage, and the only party that stands for the freedom of labor.

TRADE UNIONISTS AND JUDGE-MADE LAW.

By T. A. Morgan.

The Chicago Law Journal of April 28, 1906, attacks the fraternal organizations that are entering into business competition with the manufacturers. The Chicago Law Journal argues that the trade unions are a danger to the industrial order and that they should be suppressed.

THE OUT-SHOPPING JUNKIE.

History repeats itself with striking similarity.

Every industry has its hired hands and its free-lance laborers. The railroad companies have their hired hands, and their free-lance laborers are the men who work on the trains. The manufacturers have their hired hands, and their free-lance laborers are the workers who make the goods.

THE PROOF THAT Our Suits Are the Best.

And that they give more satisfaction than those bought at other stores, lies in the fact that our trade increases more and more from season to season. You will find our present assortment strictly new, fresh and very extensive. Making it easy to select a suit according to your taste and desire. The prices range from $7.50 to $22.

Atlas Clothing Co.

S. W. Cor., Blue Island Ave. and 18th St.

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS!

We have a few copies of Darvin's Descent of Man and Origin of Species on hand. Bound in cloth and leather, gold stamping on back, marble edges. These books were made to sell at $5.25 a volume, but we'll sell them, while they last, at the extremely low price of 50c.

BY MAIL OR EXTRA FOR POSTAGE.

CHICAGO SOCIALIST

272 South Halsted Street, Chicago, Illinois.

THE Springer and Summer Season Opens Up, Why Not You Get Your Garments Made by the 'CO-OP' Tailor Co.

The CO-OPERATIVE TAILORING CO.

A SPLENDID CHANCE TO BUY NOBUY SUITS AT $10 AND $15

very fortunate purchase—in fact the most remarkable we ever made—from the the makes enables us to place on sale at once an immense assortment of summer suits which will be sold in two lots at $10 and $15. These garments are of exceptional quality, made from the finest worsted of the season, elegantly finished in every detail. As natty attire as any good dresser could desire for the warm months of summer.

LOT ONE: $10

LOT TWO: $15

Do not fail to avail yourself of it